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Elliptic flow of electrons from heavy-flavour hadrons decay in Pb–Pb at3 √
sNN = 2.76 TeV with ALICE detector4

ALICE Collaboration∗5

Abstract6

The elliptic flow of electrons from heavy-flavour decays at central rapidity was measured in Pb–Pb7

collisions at
√

sNN= 2.76 TeV with ALICE at the LHC. Anisotropies in the particle distribution as a8

function of the azimuthal angle can be parametrized by a Fourier expansion, where the second coef-9

ficient represent the elliptic flow. The v2 coefficient was measured as a function of the transverse mo-10

mentum in three centrality classes, most central 0-10%, mid-peripheral 10-20% and semi-peripheral11

20-40% in a pT interval between 0.5 and 8 GeV/c. The v2 coefficient is measured with the three sub-12

event event plane method and with the scalar product method. A positive v2 is observed in 10-20%13

and 20-40% Pb–Pb collisions with a significance grater then 5σ for 1.25 < pT < 2.5 GeV/c. The14

results are compared to models describing the interactions of heavy quarks and open heavy-flavour15

hadrons with the high-density medium formed in heavy-ion collisions. The models including inter-16

actions of the c and b quarks with a hot, dense and deconfined medium can qualitatively describe the17

data within uncertainties.18
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1 Introduction19

The main goal of the ALICE [1–3] experiment is to study strongly interacting matter in the conditions20

of high density and temperature reached in colliding ultra-relativistic lead ions at the LHC. In such21

collisions a deconfined state of quarks and gluons predicted from pQCD calculations, the Quark-Gluon22

Plasma (QGP), is expected to be formed. Heavy quarks, i.e. charm or beauty, abundantly produced at the23

Large Hadron Collider (LHC) energies, are regarded as effective probes of the system formed in nucleus-24

nucleus collisions. In particular, they should be sensitive to the energy density, through the mechanism25

of in-medium energy loss. Due to their large masses, heavy quarks are produced at the initial stage of26

the collision, almost exclusively via hard partonic scattering processes. Therefore, they are expected to27

experience the full collision history propagating through the QCD medium losing energy via elastic and28

inelastic collisions with the medium constituents.29

The ALICE collaboration has measured the production of open heavy-flavour hadrons via their hadronic30

and semi-electronic decays at mid-rapidity and in the semi-muonic decay channel at forward rapidity in31

pp, p–Pb and Pb–Pb collisions [? ]. Add RAA? D meson or muon? or both?32

Further insight into the medium properties is provided by the measurement of the anisotropy in the33

azimuthal distribution of particles carrying heavy quarks. In non-central nucleus nucleus collisions the34

initial geometrical anisotropy in coordinate space is translated to final anisotropy in momentum space by35

interactions of the collision medium’s constituents. Mathematically, this effect can be characterized by36

the elliptic flow, v2, which is the second order harmonic of the Fourier expansion of particle’s azimuthal37

distribution with respect to the reaction plane [4].38

The elliptic flow of particle carrying heavy quarks gives information about where low pT heavy flavour39

undergoes enough interactions with the medium constituent reaching the thermal equilibrium and par-40

ticipating to the collective expansion of the system. At Intermediate pT (3 < pT < 6 GeV/c), the v241

Fourier coefficient is also expected to be sensitive to the heavy-quark hadronization via fragmentation42

in the vacuum and recombination with other quarks from the medium []. In addition, since particles43

traveling in-plane direction will travel less medium loosing less energy with respect to particle traveling44

in the out-of-plane direction, at higher pT the v2 measurement can constrain the path-length dependence45

of the in-medium parton energy loss. Also, high-momentum heavy quarks suffering in-medium energy46

loss are shifted towards low momenta and may thermalize in the medium.47

The PHENIX Collaboration reported a non-zero v2 for heavy-flavour decay electrons at mid-rapidity48

in Au–Au collisions at
√

sNN = 200 GeV, reaching a maximum value of about 0.15 at pT = 1.5 GeV/c49

in semi-central collisions [5]. The STAR experiment measured the elliptic flow of heavy-flavour decay50

electrons in Au+Au collisions at
√

sNN = 200 GeV, 62.4 and 39 GeV [6]. The elliptic flow is observed to51

be non-zero at low and intermediate transverse momentum at 200 GeV, and it is found to be consistent52

with zero at low pT at other energies.53

The ALICE collaboration has measured the elliptic flow v2 of open heavy-flavour hadrons via their54

hadronic decays in Pb-Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV. The measured averaged v2 of prompt D0, D+
55

and D∗+ indicates a positive v2 in semi-central (30-50%) Pb–Pb collisions with a significance of 5.7σ for56

2 < pT < 6 GeV/c [7]. The D0 meson v2 was found to be comparable in magnitude to that of inclusive57

charged particles with an indication for a decrease of v2 towards more central collisions was observed58

for 3 < pT < 6 GeV/c. Heavy flavour hadrons can be also studied in ALICE by measuring electrons59

produced via semi-leptonic decay channel allowing to extend the v2 measurements at lower transverse60

momentum. A complementary measurement of the heavy-flavour elliptic flow at central rapidity, at61

the same energy, is of great interest in itself and it provides new and further constraints on theoretical62

calculations which aim at describing the heavy-quark interactions with the medium even at low pT .63

In this paper, we present the first measurement of the elliptic flow of electrons from heavy-flavour hadron64
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decays at mid-rapidity ( |y| < 0.7) in Pb–Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV with ALICE detector.65

The electrons are identified using several particle identification strategies. The elliptic flow of inclusive66

electrons is measured as a function of pT in the interval 0.5 – 13 GeV/c in the three centrality classes67

0-10%, 10-20% and 20-40% using the event plane and the scalar product methods. The photonic electron68

background contribution is measured and subtracted using an invariant mass method at low transverse69

momentum [? ], while for pT >1.5 GeV/c, where the measurements of the background sources starts to70

be limited by statistics, a cocktail approach [? ] is used.71

The experimental apparatus and data used are presented in Section 2. The data analysis, the electron72

identification and the inclusive and backgroundv2 measurements are described in Section 3. The elliptic73

flow of heavy-flavour decay electron is finally presented in Section 4, and a comparison with theoretical74

model calculations.75

2 Experimantal apparatus and data sample76

The ALICE experiment is described in detail in [1–3]. The characteristics of the detectors used for the77

heavy-flavour decay electron analyses are summarized in this section. The global reference frame is as78

follows: the z axis is parallel to the beam direction, the x and y axes are in the transverse plane where the79

x-axis points towards the centre of the LHC accelerator ring and the y-axis is pointing upward.80

Charged particle tracks were reconstructed at mid-rapidity |η | < 0.8 in the central barrel of ALICE with81

the Time Projection Chamber [8] (TPC) and the Inner Tracking System [9] (ITS). Tracks reconstructed82

in the TPC and ITS were propagated towards the outer detectors using a Kalman filter approach [? ]. For83

this analysis, electron identification is performed using information from the ITS, TPC and the Time-84

of-Flight [10] (TOF) detectors for 0.5 < pT < 3 GeV/c. At higher pT, the ratio of the energy deposited85

in the ElectroMagnetic Calorimeter (EMCal) [11] and the momentum measured with the TPC and ITS,86

which is close to unity for e±, was used to further reject hadrons. All those detector subsystems are87

located inside a large solenoidal magnet that provides a uniform magnetic field of 0.5 T along the beam88

direction.89

The ITS [9] detector consists of six cylindrical silicon layers surrounding the beam vacuum tube mainly90

dedicated to primary and secondary vertex reconstruction, multiplicity and centrality determination. The91

first two layers are positioned at 3.9 and 7.2 cm from the interaction point. The high particle density in92

this region requires an excellent position resolution which is achieved with a silicon pixel detector (SPD).93

add numbers The third and fourth layers use Silicon Drift Detectors (SDD) while the two outermost94

layers are silicon strip detectors (SSD). At larger distances form the interaction point, where the particle95

density can be lower than one track per cm2) the double- sided micro-strip detectors also allow for energy96

loss measurements via dE/dx. Particle identification information provided from the ITS detector where97

used to further suppress hadrons in the low transverse momentum region.98

The TPC [8] is the main tracking detector of the central barrel and is optimised to provide, together99

with the other central barrel detectors, charged-particle momentum measurements with good two-track100

separation, particle identification, and vertex determination. For a particle traversing the TPC, up to 159101

space points (clusters) are recorded. Particle identification is provides via the specific energy deposition102

dE/dx, accordingly with the number of clusters reconstructed add dE/dx resolution TPC.103

At larger radii, at a distance of 3.7 m from the beam axis, the TOF detector [10] provides further essential104

information for the particle identification. It provide measurements on the time of flight of the particle105

from the interaction point up to the detector itself. It provide K/π and K/p separation up to a track106

momentum pT ∼ 2.5 GeV/c and pT ∼ 4 GeV/c respectively.107

The EMCal [11] is a Pb-scintillator sampling calorimeter that occupies a cylindrical integration volume108
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Centrality Trigger Nevents

0 - 10% Trigger: kCentral + kSemiCentral 15×106

10 - 20% Trigger: kCentral + kSemiCentral 4×106

20 - 40% Trigger: kSemiCentral 8×106

10 - 40% Trigger: kEMCEGA ??× 106

Table 1: Centrality classes expressed as percentiles of the hadronic cross section and respective number of events.

approximately 110 cm deep in the radial direction. The calorimeter is located at a radial distance of109

about 4.5 m from the beam line and spanning the pseudorapidity range |η |< 0.7 and covering 107◦110

in azimuth. The cell size of the EMCal is approximately 0.014×0.014 rad in ∆φ × ∆η . The energy111

resolution was measured to be 1.7
⊕

11.1/
√

E(GeV )
⊕

5.1/E(GeV)%. The EMCal enables triggering and112

full reconstruction of high energy jets in ALICE, and augments existing ALICE capabilities to measure113

high momentum photons and electrons.114

The VZERO detectors [12] consists of two arrays of 32 scintillators each, which are arranged in four115

rings around the beam pipe on either side of the interaction region, covering the pseudorapidity ranges116

2.8 < η < 5.1(VZERO-A) and 3.7 < η < 1.7(VZERO-C), respectively. The VZERO is used to select117

beam-beam interactions in the central region of ALICE and to discriminate against interactions of the118

beam with gas molecules in the beam pipe. For Pb–Pb collisions, the signal amplitude from its segments119

is used to classify events according to their centrality, while the azimuthal segmentation allows for an120

estimation of the reaction plane.121

The results presented are based on the data sample recorded by ALICE during the 2011 Pb–Pb run. The122

data were collected through two trigger classes, for central and semi-central Pb–Pb collisions, by apply-123

ing thresholds on the VZERO signal amplitude. Detailed trigger information for the ALICE apparatus124

are reported in [13]. Events were further selected offline to remove background coming from parasitic125

beam interactions on the basis of the timing information provided by the VZERO and the neutron ZDC126

detectors (two calorimeters located at z ∼ ± 114 m from the interaction point). In addition an event127

sample triggered by the Electro-Magnetic Calorimeter (EMCal) is used. The EMCal trigger requires an128

electromagnetic shower above threshold, with the shower defined by a sliding window of 4×4 EMCal129

cells (corresponding to 0.056×0.056 in φ × η). The trigger threshold depended online on the integrated130

signal amplitude in the VZERO detector, which is proportional to the event centrality. The threshold131

for the EMCal trigger is at 6 GeV/c (here i would explain a bit more about EMCal trigger) Add132

the final number of event for the different triggers?)133

Only events with a reconstructed primary interaction vertex, determined by extrapolating charged-particle134

tracks in the TPC detector, within ±10 cm from the centre of the detector along the beam line were used135

in the analysis. A second way to measure the primary vertex position is via the SPD detector. If this136

z-position of the3 SPD reconstructed vertex deviates more the 0.5 cm from the one reconstructed with137

the TPC the event was rejected. The pile-up events are removed looking at the correlation between the138

multiplicity of TPC and global tracks, where a global track is defined when the ITS refitting procedure139

is applied on it. The signal amplitude in the VZERO detectors is used to estimate the event centrality.140

Since the v2 measurements could slightly depend on the acceptance of the detector used for the centrality141

determination, a possible effect was investigated by comparing the centrality measured by the VZERO142

with the one measured using the number of tracks in the TPC as centrality estimators. Event that are143

showing an absolute difference large then 5 centrality unit for the two centrality estimators are rejected144

from the analysis.145
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3 Data Analysis146

The elliptic flow of electrons from heavy-flavour hadrons decay, ve±←−HF
2 is obtained from the measure-147

ment of the inclusive electron elliptic flow, ve±
2 , by subtracting the elliptic flow of electrons non originated148

from an heavy flavour hadron decay vBackground
2 . Using the additive property of the v2 coefficient we can149

write the ve±←−HF
2 as following:150

ve±←−HF
2 =

(1+RSB)ve±
2 − vBackground

2
RSB

(1)

where (1 + RSB) is the ratio of the inclusive electron yield to that of background electron.151

3.1 Flow methods152

The pT -differential azimuthal distribution of produced particles can be described by a Fourier expansion153

of the Lorentz invariant distribution of outgoing momenta [4]:154

E
d3N
d3 p

=
d3N

ptd ptdyd[φ −Ψn]
=

1
2π

d2N
ptd ptdy

(
1+

∞

∑
n=1

2vn cos[n(φ −Ψn)]

)
(2)

where E is the energy of the particle, p the momentum, pT the transverse momentum, φ the azimuthal155

angle, y the rapidity and Ψn this the initial state spatial plane of symmetry of the n-th harmonic defined156

by the geometrical distribution of the nucleons participating in the collision. The Fourier coefficients vn157

are given by158

vn = 〈cos[n(φ −Ψn]〉 (3)

Because the symmetry plane Ψn are not experimentally know, anisotropic flow coefficients are estimated159

from measured correlations between observed particles. In order to determine the second harmonic160

coefficient v2, the ~Qn vector, defined as in Eq 4, is measured from the azimuthal distribution of reference161

particles (RFP), where φi are the azimuthal angles, n is the order of the harmonic and wi is a weight162

applied for every RFP.163

~Qn = ∑
i∈RFP

wieinφi (4)

The event plane is reconstructed from the ~Qn vector determined from the azimuthal distribution of sig-164

nals in the segments of the VZERO detectors, which are sensitive to particles produced at forward and165

backward rapidities. The ~Qn vector is calculated with the sum running over the eight azimuthal sectors166

of each VZERO detector, where φi was defined by the central azimuth of the i-th sector, and wi equal167

to the signal amplitude in the i-th sector for the selected event, which is proportional to the number of168

charged particles crossing the sector. Non-uniformities in the VZERO acceptance and efficiency were169

corrected for using the procedure described in [14]. Despite these corrections a residual non-uniformity170

in most central events of about few % was observed. The effect is corrected using additional weights in171

order to make the event plane distribution fully flat.172

The elliptic flow can be measured with the event plane method using the following equation:173

v2{EP}=
〈cos[2(φ −ΨV 0

2 )]〉
R2

(5)
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As discussed in [15], the measured anisotropy vobs
2 = 〈cos[2(φ −ΨV 0

2 )]〉 is divided by the event plane174

resolution correction factor R2, a quantity that depends on the multiplicity and v2 of the RFP, with R2175

being smaller than one. The resolution of the event plane determined from the VZERO detector (sum-176

ming the signals in VZERO-A and VZERO-C) is measured with three sub-events method, namely the177

signals in the VZERO detector (both A and C sides) and tracks in the positive (0 < η < 0.8) and negative178

(-0.8 < η < 0) pseudo-rapidity regions of the TPC [16].179

The measurement of the elliptic flow is carried out also using a two particle correlation technique, the180

scalar product method that is given by [17, 18]:181

vn{SP}= 1
2

 〈ua · QB
MB
〉√

〈QA
MA
· QB

MB
〉
+
〈ub · QA

MA
〉√

〈QA
MA
· QB

MB
〉

 (6)

where un,i is the unit vector of the ith-particle (which is not included in Qn) and A and B are two sub-182

events and M, MA and MB are the total multiplicity and the multiplicity of the two sub-events A and B.183

The scalar product analysis is performed using the mid-rapidity charged-particle tracks to determine the184

flow vector Qn with the TPC detector. These are required to have at least 70 associated space points185

out of the maximum of 159, a χ2 per TPC cluster in the range 0.2 < χ2/ndf < 4 and a transverse186

momentum value in the interval 0.2 < pT < 5 GeV/c. Additionally, tracks are rejected if their distance187

of closest approach to the primary vertex is larger than 3.2 cm in z and 2.4 cm in the (x,y) plane. In188

order to minimize the non-uniformities in the azimuthal acceptance, no requirement was applied on the189

number of ITS points associated to the track. The sub-event procedure is applied in order to avoid auto-190

correlations between the electrons candidates and the Q vector angles, and in order to suppress non flow191

contribution, like two resonance decay and the jet contribution. It consist in reconstructing the Q vectors192

in the positive (0 < η < 0.8) and negative (-0.8 < η < 0) pseudo-rapidity region separately. The two193

sub-events have similar multiplicity and v2. Those are correlated with the electron candidates coming194

from the opposite TPC sector. In order to do not increase too much the statistical error bars we select195

the |∆η | > 0. Accordingly with the prescription reported [18], the v2 calculated in the two equal and196

symmetric sub-events are then combined according to Eq: 6 . The elliptic flow measurements carried197

out with the event plane method could lead to ambiguous results lying between the event-averaged mean198

value and the root-mean-square value due to the presence of event-by-event flow fluctuations [18]. Those199

ambiguity are resolved using the scalar produce method, that always yield to the root-mean-square value.200

3.2 Track selection and electron identification201

Electron candidate tracks were required to fulfil several track selection cuts. The selection criteria of202

primary electron tracks were to have at least 100 reconstructed space points out of the maximum of 159203

in the TPC. The average χ2 of the track fit per TPC space point per degree of freedom was required to204

be below 3.5. These selections reduce the contribution from short tracks, which are unlikely to originate205

from the primary vertex, to the analysed sample. To further reduce the contamination from secondary206

tracks (i.e. particles originating either from weak decays or from the interaction of other particles with207

the material), only particles within a maximum distance of closest approach (DCA) to the primary vertex208

in both the xy-plane (dxy < 2.4 cm) and the z coordinate (dz < 3.0 cm) were accepted.209

Electrons are identified at mid-rapidity (|y| < 0.7) with the measurement of the specific energy loss210

dE/dx in the TPC. In the low pT region (pT < 3 GeV/c), where the kaon, proton and deuteron Bethe-211

Bloch curves cross that of the electron, the measured time-of-flight in TOF and the energy loss in the212

ITS were employed in addition. A minimum number of 5 cluster in the ITS (with at least two of them213

in each SPD layer) was used. The requirement of an hit in both the SPD layers is required in order to214

suppress the contribution of electrons coming from γ conversion in the material budged at large radii. In215
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the transverse momentum interval between 3 < pT < 13 GeV/c, the electron identification is based on the216

measurement of the E/p ratio, where E is the energy of the EMCal cluster that matched the prolongation217

of the track with momentum p reconstructed in the TPC and ITS detectors. Add sentence on shower218

shape. Electrons deposit their total energy in the EMCal and due to their small mass the E/p ratio should219

be equal to unity allowing to a further hadron rejection. In this momentum region, cause of the lower220

electron statistics, only 3 ITS cluster for the electron track selection, with at least one of the hits in one221

of the two SPD layer, are required. The looser ITS requirement, in particular SPD, increases the electron222

reconstruction and acceptance efficiency limited by the limited ϕ and η acceptance of the EMCal. On223

the other hand it results in a larger amount of conversion electron and, consequently, in a smaller signal-224

to-background ratio for electrons from heavy-flavour hadron decays than the ITS-TOF-TPC at the same225

pT . Above 3 GeV/c, heavy-flavour decay electrons are nevertheless already dominating the inclusive226

electrons. A summary of the selection and identification electron requirements are listed in Tab: 2.227
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Fig. 1:

For the low pT the electron contamination is estimated by fitting the measured TPC detector signal228

distributions with functions modelling the background and signal contributions. For this PID strategy229

at pT < 3 GeV/c the contamination was estimated to be less the 5% while at intermediate pT (pT >230

3 GeV/c) due to the relativistic rise effect in the TPC detector, where the dE/dx bands for the different231

particle start to overlap, the measured hadron contamination start to be not negligible. When the EMCal232

detector is used, hadron contamination in the electron sample is estimated by the E/p distribution233

of identified pions in the TPC, selected with the same electron criteria. For pT larger than 3 GeV/c234

the contamination estimated using the EMCal detector was still less then 5% and smaller than the one235

provided by the ITS-TOF-TPC analysis. For this reason the PID strategy adopted for the final heavy-236

flavour decay electron measurements switch at pT = 3 GeV/c.237

For both the PID strategies adopted the residual hadron contamination populating our electron sample238
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does not show any important centrality, event plane and eta dependence. The contamination effect on the239

elliptic flow measurements was intensively investigated and the effect will be discussed in the systematic240

description.241

add eta coverage for ITS-TOF-TPC and TPC-EMCal, if we add table we can just put it there....242

3.3 Inclusive electron elliptic flow and systematic uncertainties243

The elliptic flow of inclusive electron (ve±
2 ) is measured in the centrality intervals 0-10%, 10-20% and 20-244

40%. Figure 3 shows the electron elliptic flow (ve±
2 ) as a function of the electron transverse momentum245

in the different centrality classes using the two methods previously discussed. For both methods we can246

observed that the values of ve±
2 slightly increase from central to semi-central collisions and this effect is247

more pronounced in the intermediate pT region 2 < pT < 4 GeV/c. The scalar product and the event248

plane give consistent results at low pT . At higher pT the event plane measurements results systematical249

lower cause of the larger η gap imposed between the different sub-events, indicating a possible stronger250

suppression of the non-flow effects in the higher pT region. Nevertheless the results with different η251

gap agree within the statistical error bars. The bias due to non-flow correlations is within the statistical252

precision of the measurement. since we comment on the differences between EP and SP [18] before,253

do we need a statement now?254

Several sources of systematic uncertainty affecting the electron elliptic flow measurement are consid-255

ered. These include the changes due to the variations of the definition of the TPC sub events in the256

determination of the three sub events resolution used in the event plane method. A maximum of 2%257

effect was observed in most central collision, while in more peripheral one the effect was observed to be258

less the 1%. This systematic sources was not applied on the scalar produce method results. Systematic259

uncertainties regarding the hadron contamination in our electron sample were intensively studied and it260

was estimated to be of the order of 1% at low pT and then increasing with pT up to 5%. Several electron261

selection and PID cuts were systematically varied around the default value choose in the analysis in order262

to see the stability of the measurements as a function of the selection criteria applied. This systematic263

component was found to be of the order to 2% for the low pT analysis, while moving to high pT this264

component was found to be the dominant one leading to a variation of about X% maximum in the latest265

pT bins (maybe here put absolute error?). In case of the event plane method, a systematic uncertainty266

on the centrality dependence of the event plane resolution correction factor R2 is estimated measuring267
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Detector Type Requirement
Min TPC clusters 100

Min TPC clusters used for dE/dx parametrisation 90
Min ratio of TPC clusters 0.6

Min ITS clusters 5
Max χ2 per TPC cluster 3.5

Require TPC refit yes
Require ITS refit yes

Require hits in the SPD layer 2 low pT (0.5 – 3.0 GeV/c)
1 higher pT (3 – 8 GeV/c)

Accept kink daughters no
DCA to primary vertex [x-y plane] ≤ 2.4 cm

DCA to primary vertex [z direction] ≤ 3.2 cm
ITS-TOF-TPC

pT (GeV/c) [0.5, 3.0]
|η | > 0.8

Nσ ITS [-1;1] pT < 1.5 GeV/c
[-2;2] pT ≥ 1.5 GeV/c

Nσ TOF [-2;2]
Nσ TPC [-1;3] pT < 1.5 GeV/c

[0;3] pT ≥ 1.5 GeV/c
TPC-EMCal

pT (GeV/c) [3, 8]
|η | > 0.7

Nσ TPC [-1;3]
E/p [0.8;1.2]

M20 [0.03,0.3] (short axis)
M02 [0.03,0.5] (long axis)

Dispersion <1

Table 2: Track selection and identification cuts for electron candidates.

the R2 in smaller centrality classes and combined then in larger bins using the yield of electron measured268

in the same small centrality classes as weight. Since the resolution strongly depends on the centrality269

in most central events we estimated a 2.7% effect on the inclusive electron v2 in the 0-10% centrality270

class, while for more peripheral events the effect was estimated to be less then 1%. During the 2011271

data period, the polarisation of the magnet field was varied. The systematic uncertainties is studied by272

comparing the inclusive electron elliptic flow measured from the two sub event sample separately and a273

contribution of 1% is assigned to the v2 measurements. The various systematic uncertainty sources are274

added in quadrature. A summary of the systematic uncertainties for the different pT bins is presented in275

Table 3 and 4. (I would personally remove the tables on the systematic. In any case the text is well276

detailed on the error estimation).277

3.4 Non heavy flavour electron reconstruction278

The inclusive electron candidates sample consist primarily of three components:279

1. Heavy-flavour electrons (non-photonic electrons from heavy-flavour decays),280

2. Photonic background from Dalitz decays of light neutral mesons and photon conversions as well281
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Fig. 3: pT -differential inclusive electron v2 at mid-rapidity in various centrality intervals, in Pb–Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV, 0-10% (left), 10-20% (middle) and 20-40% (right) centrality intervals. The symbols are placed
at the centre of the pT interval. The vertical error bars represent the statistical uncertainty, the horizontal error bars
correspond to the size of the bin and the open boxes are the systematic uncertainties. Results from event plane flow
method are reported with black markers, while the the scalar product method is reported in red markers.

ITS + TOF + TPC PID 0-10% centrality class

pT (GeV/c): 0.5-0.75 0.75-1. 1.-1.25 1.25-1.5 1.5-2 2-2.5 2.5-3
B field and η dependence 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%
hadron contamination 1% 1% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%
R2 centrality dependence 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7%
sub-event definition 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

electron PID −→ extracted from the r.m.s of v2 - vvaried
2

Table 3: The systematics error for inclusive electron v2 in central and semi-central Pb-Pb collisions.

TPC + EMCal PID 0-10% centrality class

pT (GeV/c): 3-4 4-6 6-8 8-10 10-13
B field and η dependence 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%
hadron contamination 3% 5% 5% 0% 0%
R2 centrality dependence 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7%
sub-event definition 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

electron PID −→ extracted from the r.m.s of v2 - vvaried
2

Table 4: The systematics error for inclusive electron v2 in central Pb–Pb collisions.

Additional EMCal Trigger systematic uncertainties

pT (GeV/c): 8-10 10-13
EMCal Trigger Correction in 10-20% 16% 26%
EMCal Trigger Correction in 20-40% 1% 2%

Table 5: The systematics error for inclusive electron v2 EMCal trigger Pb-Pb collisions.

as from real and virtual direct photons from hard scattering processes, and282

3. Non-photonic background from K→ eπν (Ke3), and dielectron decays of light vector mesons and283

heavy quarkonia (J/ψ , ϒ).284
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In order to extract the heavy-flavour signal, the background contributions have to be subtracted from285

the inclusive electron v2. The contribution of J/ψ and ϒ, relevant for pT > 3 GeV/c is not subtracted286

in this analysis. The remaining background is mainly coming from photon background. Two different287

strategies are adopted for this purpose. The non heavy flavour decay electron contribution are measured288

and subtracted at low transverse momentum with the invariant mass method [? ], while for pT >1.5289

GeV/c, where the measurements of the background sources starts to be limited by statistics, a cocktail290

approach is used [? ].291

3.4.1 Invariant mass method measurements292

Electrons from photon conversion and Dalitz decay always come as an electron and positron pair with a293

very low invariant mass value. This property is used in order to select electron form photonic sources,294

while such mass correlation does not hold for heavy-flavour electrons.295

The photonic electron background is thus reconstructed statistically by pairing electrons with opposite296

charge (unlike-sign) in the same event and calculating the invariant mass for each pair. The combinatorial297

background is subtracted using the like-sign invariant mass spectrum. In order to find the partner electron298

with high tagging efficiency, looser track and particle identification cuts are applied on the associated299

electron. A summary of the selection cuts applied in the associated electron and on the pairs are listed in300

Table: 6301

associated electron Type Requirement
minimum pT (GeV/c) 0.0 (ITS-TOF-TPC), 0.3 (TPC-EMCal)

|η | > 0.9
Min TPC clusters 80
Require TPC refit yes
Require ITS refit yes

Accept kink daughters no
DCA to primary vertex [x-y plane] ≤ 2.4 cm
DCA to primary vertex [z direction] ≤ 3.2 cm

TPC Nσ [-3;3]
pair Type Requirement

Invariant mass (MeV/c2) 70 (ITS-TOF-TPC), 140 (TPC-EMCal)

Table 6: Track selection cuts for associated electrons and for pair selection.

Due to detector acceptance and tracking inefficiencies, in reconstructing the partner electrons, not all the302

photonic electrons are identified using the invariant mass procedure. This effect is taken into account303

correcting the photonic electron yield for their reconstruction efficiency computed in MC simulations.304

The reconstruction efficiency increase with the increase of pT reaching a value of ∼60% in the high305

transverse momentum region. The inclusive over background ratio (1 + RSB) is calculated dividing the306

inclusive electron yield by the corrected photonic electron one.307

Sentence on weights to calculate efficiency... systematic uncertainties estimated varying parame-308

ters related to the selection and extraction of the background electrons, specially the cuts applied309

on the partner electron used to build pairs..... (I would personally remove the tables on the system-310

atic also here and move to a detail text on the systematic estimation. Here we used the maximum311

variation for the estimation).312

The photonic background electron v2 is also measured with the invariant mass method.313
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Fig. 4: pT -differential inclusive over background electrons ratio in Pb–Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV in 0-10%
(left), 10-20% (middle) and 20-40% (right) centrality intervals. The vertical error bars represent the statistical
uncertainty and the open boxes are the systematic uncertainties. Since the ITS requirement of the ITS-TPC-TOF
and TPC-EMCal analysis are not the same, they can not be directly compare at the inclusive electron level. The
amount of conversion electron is indeed different in both cases.

ITS + TOF + TPC PID

pT (GeV/c): 0.5-0.75 0.75-1. 1.-1.25 1.25-1.5 1.5-2 2-2.5 2.5-3
Invariant mass 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%
TPC cluster on partner 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%
pT cut on partner 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%
MC efficiency reconstruction 5% 5% 5% 10% 10% 10% 10%

Table 7: The systematics error for (1 + RSB) in central and semi-central Pb-Pb collisions for the ITS-TOF-TPC
identification strategy.

TPC + EMCal PID

pT (GeV/c): 3-4 4-6 6-8
Invariant mass 10% 10% 10%
TPC cluster on partner 5% 5% 5%
MC efficiency reconstruction 5% 5% 5%

Table 8: The systematics error for (1 + RSB) in central and semi-central Pb-Pb collisions for the TPC-EMCal
identification strategy.

To perform this measurement, only the event plane method has been used. The dN/d∆φ method de-314

scribed here [] is used to measure the background electron v2. It consists in the extraction of the raw315

electron yield in different plane region ∆φ = φ - Ψ2. Only the event plane method can be used here316

because with this method just the number of electron in the different ∆φ region is extracted and no corre-317

lation among particles is done. The number of electrons that create pairs that satisfy the requirement on318

the invariant mass are then flagged as unlike-sign and/or like-sign electron and counted in each pT and319

∆φ bins. Then the number of the reconstructed photonic electrons are evaluated subtracting the like-sign320

tracks from the unlike-sign one, as was explained above for the raw spectra yield.321

The v2 measurements as a function of the transverse momentum of the electron are reported in Figure322

5 with the dark magenta marker. In the same picture the cocktail results are reported with azure marker323

and it will be discussed later in the text.324

The same systematic studies performed on particle identification, on the selection of the partner electron325

and on the mass pairing requirements performed on the pT spectra are also estimated on the elliptic326
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flow measurements and was estimated to be 20% in most central collision and 10% in the mid- and327

semi-central ones. The systematic arising from the event plane resolution parameter are estimated using328

the same procedure as for the inclusive electron v2 and are found to be of the same size. Since for329

this measurements the direct cosine calculation to measure vobs
2 is not applicable, it is then possible to330

statistically remove the hadron contamination fitting the TPC detector signal while extracting the raw331

electron yield in different event plane regions. Therefore the systematic uncertainties due to the hadron332

contamination is not assigned on the photonic background v2 measurements. A further component was333

estimated from the discrepancy that was observed with respect to the background v2 measured with of the334

cocktail simulation. This component is estimated considering the full difference between the two method335

used to calculate the electron background v2. The overall systematic on the measured background v2 from336

a data driven technique, once the aforementioned components are summed in quadrature, is found to be337

??% in most central collision and ??% in the mid- and semi-central ones. I do not have these numbers338

3.4.2 Cocktail method339

The background electron v2 can be estimated using the so-called cocktail method. A cocktail of electron340

spectra from background sources is calculated using a Monte Carlo event generator of hadron decays341

and then subtracted from the inclusive electron v2. This method requires that the momentum and elliptic342

flow distributions of the relevant background sources are well known, as well as the ratio of inclusive343

electrons to known background electrons.344

The following electron background sources are included in the cocktail simulation:345

– Semileptonic decays of π0, η , ω , η ′, φ346

– Leptonic decays of η , ρ0, ω , η ′, φ ’347

– Conversion of decay photons from π0, η , ρ0, ω , η ′348

– Real and virtual conversion of prompt and thermal photons349

The contributions from K±, J/ψ and ϒ decays to the inclusive electron spectrum are not included in the350

background cocktail. For a consistent treatment the J/ψ was excluded from the cocktail, and K± and ϒ351

are not relevant in the pT range considered.352

The π0 plays an important role in the cocktail. The pT and v2 spectra of all particles included in the353

cocktail are mT and KET scaled from the π0. Furthermore the π0 is the dominant electron source. The354

contribution of π0 decays to the photonic background is twofold. First, the Dalitz decay of neutral pions355

(π0 → e+e−γ) is a primary source of electrons from the collision vertex. Second, the conversion of356

photons from the decay π0 → γγ in material gives rise to a secondary source of electrons originating357

from a secondary vertex. A good parametrisation of the invariant pion spectra is therefore mandatory for358

a high quality electron cocktail.359

In ALICE, π0 can be measured via the reconstruction of the conversions of the two decay photons in de-360

tector material or via the measurement of the photon showers in the electromagnetic calorimeters PHOS361

and/or EMCAL. Since in ALICE those measurements were not yet published we approximated the neu-362

tral pion spectra as the average of available charged pion spectra π0 = (π++π−)/2. Nevertheless the363

comparison between π0 and π± spectra is taken into account in the estimation of the systematics uncer-364

tainties on the cocktail results. The transverse momentum and v2distributions of π0 are thus obtained365

and parametrised via simultaneous fits to the averaged charged pion pT spectra and v2. To estimate the366

elliptic flow of electrons from Dalitz decay of π0, PYTHIA was used as decay generator. The ve±
2 as367

expected was found to be shifted in pT compared to vpi0
2 due to the decay kinematic.368
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The treatment of electrons from photon conversions in the detector material can be done by not only369

simulating the decays of the mesons into electrons but extending the procedure to include the detector370

material and simulating also the photon conversions. However due to the intensive processing power371

needed to accurately simulate the existing material budget and due to the fact that generating an conver-372

sion electron v2 distribution needs much more statistics than generating a pT distributions, this cannot373

be done to the precision needed. Instead, the GEANT4 functionality of pair production [? ] has been374

implemented in the fast simulation by forcing all decay photons to create electron pair immediately upon375

creation, skipping all the material budget calculation. The correct behaviour of this method is compared376

to a low statistic simulation including the material budget, and found consistent.377

The contributions of prompt photons have been calculated using the ALICE preliminary measurements .378

We take the 00-40 % measurement and scale it according to the relative scaling factor extracted from the379

charged pion spectra at the same centrality classes.380

The systematic errors of the cocktail, are estimated for several sources:381

– quality of the fits of the spectra382

– systematic errors of the v2 spectra and pT of the π±383

– systematic errors of the KET and mT scaling for the higher mass mesons384

– π0 pT spectra approximation by the π± spectra385
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Fig. 5: pT -differential Background electrons v2. To be replaced with the final one in which we have the total
background combination. inv mass at low pt and cocktail at high pt. Also need to show final syst size
including the diff cocktail and data.

4 Results386

In Figure 6 the pT -differential elliptic flow of electron from heavy-flavour decays, ve±←−HF
2 , calculated387

from Eq.1 is reported. The results are shown for the 0-10% (left), 10-20% (middle) and 20-40% (right)388

centrality classes using the event plane method. We only use this method to measure it because the389

background electron v2 is also only measured with the event plane, and for consistency we did not390

perform the background subtraction with the scalar product method.391

Consistently with the picture of the final state anisotropy driven by the geometry of the collision, as392

represented by the initial state eccentricity which increases for peripheral collisions, the value of v2393

progressively increases from central to peripheral collisions, suggesting that heavy quarks participate in394

the collective flow of the expanding medium.395
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Fig. 6: Elliptic flow of electron from heavy-flavour decays, ve±←−HF
2 , in |y| < 0.7 and various centrality intervals,

in Pb–Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV as function of the transverse momentum. The symbols are placed at
the centre of the pT interval. The vertical error bars represent the statistical uncertainty, the horizontal error bars
correspond to the size of the pT bin and the open boxes are the systematic uncertainties. The results are measured
with the event plane method.

The ve±←−HF
2 of electron from heavy-flavour decays exhibits the usual pT shape as observed for other396

particle species investigated in [19]. For all the centrality analysed here, at low pT the v2 increase reach-397

ing a maximum around 1.5 GeV/c, where in this region, despite the large systematic error bars, it could398

indicate that heavy quarks thermalise in the medium and confirm the significant interaction of heavy399

quarks with the medium constituents. Moving to higher pT , the measured v2 slightly decrease as pT400

increases. In this transverse momentum region the v2 carries information on the path-length dependence401

of in-medium parton energy loss, where particle traveling in-plane direction loose less energy respect to402

particle traveling in the out-of-plane direction as already demonstrated in [7, 16].403
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Fig. 7: Integrated elliptic flow of electron from heavy-flavour decays, ve±←−HF
2 , in |y| < 0.7 as a function of the

centrality class in Pb–Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV. The symbols are placed at the centre of the centrality
interval. The vertical error bars represent the statistical uncertainty, the horizontal error bars correspond to the size
of the centrality bin and the boxes are the systematic uncertainties. The results are measured integrating the pT

differential v2 in different momentum range.

A positive v2 is observed in the range 0.75 < pT < X GeV/c for semi-central collisions (20-40% (10-404

20%????) centrality class) with a significance larger than Xσ when combining statistical and systematic405

uncertainties. give definitely a proper estimation of the number of sigma integrating the measure-406

ments in a specific pT region (ex pT from 0.75 to 4 GeV/c)407
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Figure 7 shows the centrality dependence of the pT -integrated (3 ¡ pT ¡ 10 GeV/c) elliptic flow of electron408

from heavy-flavour hadron decays. A significant increase of the v2 magnitude towards central collisions409

is observed. This trend as a function of the centrality class is expected from the increase of the initial410

spatial anisotropy from central to semi-central collisions.411

5 Model Comparison412

The ALICE measurements of the heavy-flavour decay electron elliptic flow for the 20-40% centrality413

class is similar in magnitude to that measured by PHENIX at lower collision energy despite the different414

c/b ratio .415
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Fig. 8: Heavy-flavour decay electron v2 comparion with and model calculation including interactions of the c and
b quarks with a hot, dense and deconfined medium. can qualitatively describe the data within uncertainties.

In the intermediate pT region the v2 also carry information on heavy-quark hadronization via fragmen-416

tation in the vacuum and recombination with other quarks from the medium. can we actually say417

something on that looking at th results or we do not? maybe when comparing with model?418

Several theoretical model calculations are available for the elliptic flow coefficient v2 of heavy-flavour419

hadrons and their decay leptons. In Figure 8 the measured heavy-flavour decay electron elliptic flow420

for the 20-40% centrality class is compared to different parton transport models: BAMPS [20], which421

includes collisional in-medium energy loss and mimics the radiative processes by increasing the elastic422

cross section; BAMPS el. + rad. [21], which includes radiative processes; TAMU [22], which incor-423

porates energy loss via collisional processes, with resonance formation and dissociation in an evolving424

hydrodynamic medium; POWLANG [23], which is based on the Langevin transport equation with col-425

lisional energy loss in an expanding, deconfined medium; and MC@sHG+EPOS [24], which includes426

radiative and collisional energy loss in an expanding medium based on the EPOS model [25] – mention427

LPM correction here applied [26] : The coherent emission of gluons, i. e. the QCD generalization of428

the Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal (LPM) effect [26] is included. The models including interactions429

of the c and b quarks with a hot, dense and deconfined medium can qualitatively describe the features430

observed in the data. Within the aforementioned models is observed that in the pT region 1 < pT < 4431

GeV/c POWLANG any BAMPS (including radiative energy loss) seems to be disfavoured by the mea-432

sured data. mention LPM correction not properly applied in BAMPS el. + rad.???: The reason for433

this discrepancy is probably the effective implementation of the LPM effect in BAMPS [21], which434

discards all possible interference effects and only allows independent scatteringHowever within the435

large systematic and statistical uncertainties no final statement can be made.436
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6 Conclusion437

Need nice conclusion...:)438
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